Handling Stress and Anxiety
By Minni K. Ang, Ph.D. Autistic Self-Advocate
I’ve already described how my brain works. Stress and anxiety just result in a noisier image, with everything moving faster and
there being more things bouncing around in my head. If I’m not careful it can get to a point where everything is just way too
overwhelming, and I feel like I just have to shut down. When that happens, I find the most helpful thing to do is to sit in my
rocking chair with a sheet over my head to shut out the whole world, and to listen to what I term as my “autistic reset” playlist
on my phone.
My playlist is quite short. It starts with the Desiderata, which I play twice - The first time helps calm me down and it’s on the
second playing when I can actually focus on the words and their meanings. The Desiderata helps remind me of my own value;
something which I typically doubt when I’m highly stressed or anxious. Next on my playlist is the theme song from the movie
Pocahontas, “Colors of the Wind”. This song really is the cry of my heart to everyone that I know - The song writer says it all so
perfectly. After the songs I have three other items on my playlist: The first is a recording of crickets chirping in the night, the
second is a recording of the steady patter of rainfall, and the third is the sound of wind chimes in a gentle breeze. All three help
me ground myself in nature. My entire autistic reset process takes around half an hour, and it can take me from the point of
virtual shut down to a much better place.
If I’m just feeling stressed or anxious but not really at my wits end like that, I have a few different strategies that help me. The
first is to get a long hug from my spouse. The next is to give my poodle a long hug. It’s important to note here that I generally
don’t prefer getting hugs from people - this is definitely not a case of feeling better with a hug from just anybody. The reason
hugs by my spouse or my dog work is because I feel safe with them.
Playing one of my musical instruments is another excellent way to make myself feel better. I love playing the alto recorder
because the instrument is like an extension of myself - my breathing is transformed into beautiful music and I can feel the
instrument vibrate in response. I also love playing the piano. This is an instrument I grew up playing, and I find it can really lift my
spirits; more so if I’m playing for an appreciative audience. And the musical notes themselves are very pacifying - they provide a
beautiful structure and organization of seemingly random sound waves into amazing intricately woven soundscapes. I find
Baroque music the most soothing perhaps for this reason.
The third strategy that I find helpful for reducing stress and anxiety is swimming. One of the best investments we ever made in
our home was the installation of a swim spa in our backyard, in which I can swim against a continuous current in a relatively
warm temperature. I find this very calming, both physically as well as emotionally. When I have time after completing a couple of
sets of swimming I like to just float on my back and soak up the surrounding environment. I even go in in the middle of winter,
although an outdoor temperature of minus 8 Celsius is pretty much my lower limit. But the sensation of floating or swimming,
but especially of floating, in warm water while breathing in freezing air is really quiet something. It's very calming but at the same
time mentally invigorating and I find it a very conducive state in which to discover solutions to complex problems.
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